JARIK CONTOURED FOAM CUSHION
BETTER POSTURE, COMFORT AND DURABILITY

IMPROVED POSTURE AND STABILITY

Body-contoured foam helps hold hips to back of wheelchair,
to help prevent “kyphotic” arching of sitter’s back,
and provide improved sitting stability.

USER-PREFERRED

In controlled, 4 week cushion trials, all 20 testers strongly
preferred the JARIK Contoured Foam Cushion over a
standard flat foam cushion.
See www.jarikmedical.com for complete study results.

NON-SKID BOTTOM

Prevents cushion sliding
to encourage upright posture.

OPTIONAL FRONT ZIPPER

EXTRA-COMFORTABLE

Allows removing cover for washing or modifing
internal foam dimensions.

Comfort foam permits all-day sitting.

100% URINE-PROOF COVERINGS

Waterproof outer fabric plus sealed poly bag over foam protect
against urine leakage, even through cover seams.

HELPS PREVENT SPINAL CURVATURE (SCOLIOSIS)

Conventional “sling” seats encourage off-center sitting with one
hip lower, leading to scoliosis (“S”–shaped spine). A slight
curve on cushion bottom helps fill in the curved seat, to reduce
this tendency. Can also be used on solid seats.

EXTRA-DURABLE MATERIALS

Designed for years of use. Foam tested to
500,000 compressions (≈ 2+ year’s use) without
noticeable wear.

IMPROVED LEG POSITIONING

Center rise (abductor) helps position legs properly.

LIGHTWEIGHT

OPTIONAL SOLID SEAT MODEL

“U”-shaped plywood is glued onto flat foam bottom to
help level the hips. A rear cut-out improves comfort at
seat bones. A front zipper allows access to cushion to
customize dimensions with a serrated knife.

REAR

Weighs only 600 grams (21 ounces)
regular adult size.

GLUED-ON
SOLID SEAT
FRONT

Mission Statement
The goals of JARIK Medical are simple:
1) To help save the lives of the thousands of people with spinal cord injuries/disorders in developing countries that are dying each year from preventable pressure sores.
2) To help all people with disabilities in developing countries to sit straighter, more comfortably and more stably, so that they can function better in their wheelchairs.
To help accomplish this, we will:
1) Design, clinically validate, manufacture and distribute high quality wheelchair cushions about 75% less expensive than comparable products in developed countries.
2) Sell our cushions to socially-minded enterprises in developing countries that can earn a profit and will hire local people to properly fit and service our products.
3) Sell our cushions to charity wheelchair providers and assist them in improving their wheelchair seating outcomes.
4) Provide a website with easy-to-follow education materials, to help providers properly fit wheelchair seating (www.jarikmedical.com/en/education.php).
The limited proceeds from the sale of our products are used only to support our low overheads and to develop better future products.
Rick JayFounder JARIK Medical

TO CLEAN:

Scrub cushion clean with soap and water; rinse;
and dry out of direct sunlight.

2 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY:

Except for normal wear and tear, any cushion
failure within 2 years of purchase will be replaced
free of charge, shipping excluded. Contact your
local distributor.

